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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We are concerned with the fourth order linear quasi differential equation 
UYI = PSY)’ + &Y + 44Y = 07 x E [a, @-)I, 034) 
where the quasi derivatives are given by D,y = y, D,y = rly’, D,y = 
r,[(4y)’ + svl, GY = ~,[(D,Y)’ + &AY)I and the coefficients of (E4) 
satisfy 
ri(x) > 0 on [u, co) and ri(x), qi(x) E C[u, 03), i = 1,2, 3, j = 1,2, 3,4. 
An adjoint differential equation to (E4) is 
L4+[~1 = P,+Y)’ + &,+Y + 44~ = 0, (E4+) 
where Di+y, i = 1,2,3, are obtained respectively from Dir, i = 1,2,3, by 
interchanging r, with 1s and q1 with 4s . Note then that (E4+) is obtained from 
(E3 by interchanging r1 with rs and q1 with 4s . Equation (E4) is said to be 
self adjoint provided rl = rs and q1 = q3 . For a discussion of the differential 
equation (E4) see Chapter III of [l], 
By q,(t) = co we mean there is no nontrivial solution of (Ed) with n + 3 
zeros on [t, co) with a zero at t. Otherwise, vn(t) is the least b > t such that 
there is a nontrivial solution of (E4) with 12 + 3 zeros on [t, b] with a zero at t 
(such a solution is called an extremal solution of (E4) for q,(t)). 
Leighton and Nehari [2] have shown that for the special self adjoint 
equation 
(4)” + $cY = a Y >o, P >o, x E [a, co>, (1) 
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that ;~.&a) = co (no nontrivial solution of (1) has a pair of muhiple zeros on 
[a, co)), that the n-th conjugate point T%(L(~) is the n-th zero of the first principal 
solution U&G, t) (see [2]), and viz(t) is a strictly increasing continuous function 
on its domain of definition. The main result in this paper is to show that if 
the general canonical equation (EJ is self adjoint with r&a) = CO, then the 
zeros of us(x, t) in (E, cc) are the conjugate points am, and that I% is a 
strictly increasing continuous function on its domain which is of the form 
[a, b), a 6 b < co. For n = 1 this result is well known. A basic lemma used to 
prove the main result of this paper is that if r,(a) = co, then the zeros of the 
first principal solution us(x, t) are strictly increasing functions of t. We also 
show that if (EJ is self adjoint with r&a) = 00, then ,vn(t) is a continuous 
function of the coefficients Y*(X), Q~(x), i = 1,2, 3, j = I, 2, 3,4. 
Recently, Leslie [3] has shown that the zeros of the first principal solution 
at x = t of the 2n-th order equation 
(gq(~) + py = 0, 
where r(x) > 0, p(x) > 0, Y(X), p(x) E C[u, co), in (t, co:) are simple and they 
are strictly increasing continuously differentiable functions of t. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES AND MAIN RESULTS 
We assume throughout the remainder of this paper that Y&G) = CO 
(no nontrivial solution of (EJ has a pair of multiple zeros on [a, cc)). By a 
zero of a solution y(x) of order m at x = t, 1 < m < 3, we mean &y(t) = 0, 
k = O,,.., 912 - 1. As usual we define the principal solutions z+(x, t), 
j = 0, 1,2,3 of (EJ by 
D,Uj(X, t) = 6i$ ) i = 0, 1,2, 3. I21 
The solutions r++(x, t), j = 0, 1,2,3, are defined similarly for the adjoint 
equation (Ed+), Using the Lagrange identity for the operator L4 one can easily 
derive the formulas [4] 
for OL, /3 = 0, 1,2,3, and for S, t G [a, co). A special case of (3) is the important 
identity 
%(X, t) = -%% 4 (41 
which will be used frequently in this paper. The following lemma is well 
known ([2], @I) and will also be used frequently in this paper. We state &ii 
lemma for the sake of convenience. 
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LEMMA 1. Let u(x) be a nontrivial solution to (E4) with a XYO at tI E [u, co) 
ofordern>l,axevoatt,E(t,, W) of order m > 1, and no zeros on (tI , tJ. 
Let v(x) be a solution to (E4) such that sgn u(x) = sgn v(x) on (tl , tJ and v(x) 
does not have a zero of order >n at tl and does not have a xero of order am 
at t,. Then there are constants c 1 , c$ such that c,c, < 0 and z(x) = 
cIu(x) + czv(x) is a solution to (I&) with a zero of order two ilz (tI , t2). 
It can be shown by use of the formulas in (3) that a nontrivial solution of 
(E4) has a pair of multiple zeros if and only if a nontrivial solution of (E4+) has 
a pair of multiple zeros. Since y&a) = 00, no nontrivial solution of (Ed+) has 
a pair of multiple zeros on [a, co). With this in mind we make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(i) Byvk(t), K = 1, 2 ,..., we mean the K-th zero of ~s(x, t) to the right of 
t. By vk(t) = co we mean U&X, t) does not have K zeros on (t, co). 
(ii) By vn-(t), R = 1, 2 ,..., we mean the K-th zero of us+(x, t) to the left 
of t. By vk-(t) = --co we mean u3+(x, t) does not have K zeros on 
1% t). 
For convenience we set q,(t) = q,-(t) = t. In order to prove that UK(t) is a 
strictly increasing function oft on its domain of definition it will be convenient 
to prove the following lemma. L. Jackson has noticed that you can also obtain 
that +(t) is a strictly increasing function by use of Theorem V - 3.1 [6]. 
The detailed nature of Lemma 3 is needed for Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. If r&u) = 00, yk(tO) < 00, and M > Vk(t,,), then there is a 
point S E (to , M) such that vk(S) = AI, and, hence, the range of vk(t) contains 
r”k(tcl), a>* 
Proof. From the continuous dependence of solutions on initial conditions 
there is a point B > to such that vk(t) is continuous (see Lemma 8.7 [2]) for 
t E [to, B) where B = sup@ > t, : vk(t) is continuous on [to , b)}. Let 
R = {v%(t) : t E [to, B)}. 
Since vk(t) is continuous, R is connected. Let A = sup(y : y E R). Assume 
the lemma is false, then B < A < M. Let {x~> be a sequence of points in 
[to , B) such that x, -+ B and note that 
%(% %) - %(X, B) uniformly for x E [t, , M]. 
It is easy to see that there is an integer N and a number E > 0 such that 
vl(xn) > B + E for all n 3 N. Let ci = lim,,, v~(x,), i = 1, 2 ,..., K, then, 
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since r&a) = co, the cj are distinct zeros of ua(x, B) in [B -+- E, IV?]. This 
means that v,(B) < co. It would follow from the continuous dependence of 
solutions on initial conditions that vk(t) is continuous on some open set 
containing B. This contradicts the definition of B. 
We are now able to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Ifr,,(U) = CO and I&,) < 03, thtY2, for l = 1, 2 ,..., h, 
(i) the domain of IQ(~) is of the form [u, &), a < PI < /&.I < co, the 
domain of vl-(t) z’s [~(a), CO), 
(ii) q(t) and VI-(t) are strictly increasing continuous functions on [a, &} 
and [q(a), 00) YespectiveZy, 
(iii) $ v&(t) < co, then uQ+(x, vi(t)) has E + 3 zeros on [t, q(t)], 
(iv) if q-(t) > --co, then ua(x, q(t)) has 2 + 3 zeros on [va-(t), t], 
69 vatvl-(q) = t = vc-(4)). 
Proof. Since r&d) = co, vr(t) is a strictly increasing continuous function 
of t ([7], Theorem lo), ([8], Theorems 2.3-2.4). As pointed out, immediately 
preceding Definition 1, no nontrivial solution of (E*+) has a pair of double 
zeros, hence vI-(t) is a strictly increasing continuous function of t. The 
remainder of this theorem for I = 1 follows easily from (4) and from the 
continuous dependence of solutions on initial conditions. Assume Lemma 3 
is true for E = 1,2,...,p where p < k. Since vk(to) < cc, v,+~(c,,) < XI and, 
hence, from the continuous dependence of solutions on initial conditions 
vs+d > ’ d fi d d t 1s e ne an continuous (see Lemma 8.7, [2]) on some open set 
containing t, . Assume V& t is not strictly increasing, i.e., there are points > 
y, S such that y < S but vP+~(y) >, vatl(S). Since v,+#) exists, v,-(v,+r(S)) 
exists, hence, by (ii) and (iii) for 1 = p, u~+(x, ~~~~(8)) has at leastp + 3 zeros 
on (S, v&S)]. But z&~~+r(S), 6) = 0, and so by (4) ~a+(& v*+r(S)) = 0. 
Therefore ua+(x, v,+r(S)) has at least p + 4 zeros on [S, V&S)]. Rence 
v;+,(~,+,(s)) > 6 > y, and so, by Lemma 2, there is a point h E (r, v,+&S)) 
such that v- p+l(h) = y. Thus there is a point f E (y, X) such that ~~~(5) = r 
and hence by (v) V,(Y) = f < A. Therefore ua(x, r) has at least p + 3 zeros 
in [y, /t). But us*@, A) = 0, and so by (4) us@, y) = 0. Hence, u,(x, 7) bas 
at least p + 4 zeros on [r, Xj. This contradicts the fact that X < v~+~(Y). 
Hence, for all values of t for which vp+l(t) < 00, v,,r(t) is a strictly increasing 
continuous function. Similarly, for all values of t for which ~;+r(t) exists, 
vi&t) is strictly increasing and continuous. 
The same proof that we used to show that v;+~(v,+~(S)) > S > y can be 
used to show that if vp+Jt) exists, then v;+,(v,+l(t)) exists andV&VBfl(t)) 2 t. 
Hence, if t is in the domain of vPbl , then v&t) is in the domain of V& . 
Similarly if t is in the domain of v;+~ , then vp+l(t) is in the domain of ~~+~(t) 
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and ~,+&;+dt>) d t- If ~;+h+dt)>  t, th en, in the same manner as above, 
we obtain a ‘contradiction by use of Lemma 2. Hence, ~;+i(v~+~(t)) = t. 
Similarly, v,+l(v,,(t)) = t. This, of course, gives us (iii) and (iv) for 
I=p+l. 
Since ys+r( t,,) < CO, ~++~(~~+~(ts)) = ,, , hence to is in the range of vGl(t). 
By Lemma 2 the range of v;+l(t), and therefore the domain of v9+l(t), contains 
[a, t,). But then ~~+~(a) is in the domain of v&t). Since ~;+i(t) is a strictly 
increasing continuous function of t, its domain is [~~+~(a), co). Now let 
Pa+1 = lb+, V;+dt) d co. It follows that the domain of ~~+i(t) is [a, /3,+J. 
If vp+Jt) exists, then am exists. Therefore u < & < &+, < co. 
For the second order equation 
by’> + PY = 0, r>O W 
the fact that the zeros of the first principal solution V(X), (w(t) = 0, w’(t) = 1), 
are strictly increasing functions of t is the Sturm Separation theorem. Thus 
one might think of Lemma 3 as being a natural generalization of Sturm’s 
theorem for the equation (Ed). A similar theorem can be stated for a third 
order linear equation giving many of Hanan’s theorems [9]. 
To prove our main result we need to examine more closely the zeros of the 
principal solutions anchored at the zeros of zcs(x, t). Since r&u) = co, the 
zeros of any solution of (Ed) with a double zero at t separate the zeros of 
U&X, t) in [a, t) and (t, 00) (see Lemma 9.1 [2]). 
LEMMA 4. If (EJ is self adjoint with rz2(u) = 00 and vK(t) -=c co, then 
u&z, us), I = 1, 2, 3 )..., K, has a simple zero in (vk , u~+J, k = 0, l,..., I- 2, 
1 + I,..., K - 1, a simple zero at t, a tuple zero at vz , and no other zeros in 
P, Q&)1- 
Proof. Let VI(x), I = 1, 2 ,..., K, be the solution of (Ed) with a triple zero 
at vz(t) with w;(t) = -~‘s(t, or) > 0. Since U&C) has I simple zeros on 
P, ~z(% 
sgn D,o~(v,) = sgn( - l)z. (5) 
Note that since ZJ&X, t) f 0 on (vz(t) , vz+l(t)) and since ~cs(x, t) = det(D&x, t)), 
i = 1,2, 3, j = 0, 1,2 (see equation (3.26) in [l] which is incorrect but only 
in sign), we have that rhe det(Djui(x, t)) f 0, i = 1,2, 3, j = 0, 1,2 on 
(vz(t), vz+l(t)), l = 0, l,..., K - 1. Since rsz(a) = co the det(D&x, t)) f 0, 
i = 2, 3, j = 0, 1 for x E (a, co) 1 h(t), vz+l(t)), I = 0, l,..., K - 1. It 
follows that (EJ can be written in the Polya-factored form (3.17) [l] on 
(4), J?+,(t)), l = 0, L..., K - 1, where the functions V+(X), ws(x), and 
or(x) in (3.17), [I] are replaced by det(D&x, t)), i = 1,2, 3, j = 0, 1,2, 
det(D&x, t)), i = 2, 3, j = 0, 1, and z+(x, t) respectively. It follows that 
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(E,J is disconjugate on the intervals (vdt), vr+i(t)), I = 0, l,..., P( - 1. It 
then follows from (5) that 
sgn ~~(36) = sgn q+i(~) = sgn(-l)l, x E (3 7 VI+& 
I = 1, 2 ,...) K - 1. 
Assume z+(Q,+~) = 0, then z.++.~(Y~) = 0. The difference x(x) = vz - zlz+i s 
a solution of (E4) with a multiple zero at t, a simple zero at vi(t), and a simple 
zero in (Q , z++&. It would then follow that there is a nontrivial linear combina- 
tion of Z&Z, t) and x(x) with a double zero at t and a double zero at vi(i). 
This contradicts Y&U) = co and so 
sgn q(x) = w(--l)“, x fz (vz , vz+& 1 = 1, 2,..., K - 1 
sgn( - l)z+l, x E h-1 , vz), 1 = 2,..., K. 
Since X(X) = v,(x) - v~+~(x) h as a double zero at t, and r&a) = co, x(x) 
has exactly one zero which is simple in each of the intervals (vk , v& 
k = 0, l,..., K - 1. (Z(X) and us(x, t) are linearly independent because x(x) 
has a zero in (vr , vr+J.) B u t, since sgn vz(vr+J = sgn(-1)’ and sgn q+i(x) = 
sgn( -l)r+l, x E (IQ+~, vz+2[1, q(x) has an odd number of zeros on (q+r , vr+s) 
and sgn v~(v~+~) = sgn(-l)zfl. Assume Do has 3 or more zeros, all of 
which are simple, in (vr+r , vEf2), then 
vz+&) < Vl(~ZW < v&z(tN -=c %WN ,=c %+22(t) 
From the above argument u&x, vI(vr(t))) has a zero in (v&l(t)), vs(~(t))). This 
contradicts the fact that (vr+i , vr+s) is an interval of disconjugaey. Hence ZIP 
has exactly one zero in (vr+r , v&+s). 
If I + 3 < K we apply the above argument to Z+(X) and Z&X) to obtain 
that q(x) has exactly one zero in (vr+s , vEta). (Note in this case that Z&Z, t) 
and g(s) = q(x) - vr+&) are linearly independent since ~?(v~+s) f 0). 
Proceeding in this fashion we have that vz(x) has exactly one zero in each of the 
intervals (vIc , vk+J, k = I+ l,..., K - 1, and no other zeros in (vI , vK]. 
In a similar manner we obtain that q(x) has exactly one zero in each of the 
intervals (vk , v&, k = 0, I,‘.., I- 2, and no other zeros in (t, q(t)). 
THEOREM 1. If y&t) < co, (EJ is self ad‘oint, and ~+~~(a) = 00, therz 
qk(t) = V%(t), k = 1,2 ,.*., K. 
Proof. Assume the theorem is true for k = 1,2 ,..., p, 1 <p < K, but 
not true for k = p + 1, i.e., there is a point 01 such that 
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Let U(X) be an extremal solution of (Ed) for r],+Ja). Since raa(a) = 00, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2, [4] that u(x) has exactly one multiple zero on 
[a, ~,+~(a)]. The solution U(X) cannot have a double zero at LU as the zeros of 
ua(x, a) and u(x) separate each other in (ol, a). Hence we can assume that 
u’(a) = -~~‘(01, ~~(a)) > 0. Let v~(x) be the solution of (E4) with a triple 
zero at ~~(ol) satisfying ~‘(a) = u’(a), k = I,...,p. We consider only the 
following cases, the other possibilities being trivial. 
Case 1. U(X) = u,(x), 1 bk <p + 1. 
Using Lemma 4 to count the zeros of U(X) on [a, ~~(a), we see that U(X) must 
have a zero at some point 6 E (~~(a), ~~+i(~l)). From Lemma 1 there is a linear 
combination of ua(x, a) and U(X) with a multiple zero in (6, ~~+r) and with 
p + 2 zeros on [a, ~~1. This contradicts the definition of rlP+r .
Case 2. U(X) has a double zero at y8+r . 
Since paa(a) = co, the zeros of u(x) and ua(x, vP+r) separate each other in 
14 r/p+1)p so ~;+~(r]~+i) > 01. Hence from Lemmas 3 and 4, ~~+r(ol) < r],+i(ol) 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 3. U(X) has a triple zero at qD+l. 
In this case vp+l(~,+r) = 01. It follows from from Lemma 3 that ~~.+~(a) = 
~~+r(ol) which is a contradiction. 
Case 4. U(X) has a double zero at T E (Q , Y& 0 < k < p - 1. 
By Lemmas 3 and 4 u,(x, T) has exactly k simple zeros on (as, 7). Since 
~+i = ~+r and u(01) = 0, U(X) has k + 1 zeros on [01, T) and no zeros on 
( )- 77 %+1 
Assume 1c(~~+i) = 0. If u(x), ua(x, a), and ole+r(x) are linearly independent 
solutions of (EJ, then as in the proof of Lemma 2.9 in [4], there is a solution 
of (E4) with a triple zero at 01 and a triple zero at Q+~(oI) which contradicts 
r&a) = cc. Since ~‘(a) = zl;+i(ol), there is a constant C f 0 such that 
%3(x, 4 = 4x) - %+1(x). 
But U(X) - Q+~(x) has a zero at some point e E (T, v~,,) which contradicts 
zc,([, a) # 0. Hence u(v~+J f: 0 and 
sgn u(~~+~) = sgn( - 1)“. 
Nowifk<p-1,then 
sgn Vk+r(x) = sgn( - l)k+l, x E (%+I 2 VW2 1 ’
Since u(vk+r) # 0, u3(x, a) and Z(X) = u(x) - ~+r(x) are linearly independent, 
x(x) has a double zero at 01 and thus exactly one simple zero in (++r , v~+J. It 
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follows that U(X) has an odd number of zeros which are simple in (vk+i , vlci2) 
and sgn u(vk,J = sgn( - 1) %+I. If U(X) has three of more zeros in (~~+r , Q+& 
then U&,X, T) has two zeros in (~~+r , v~.+.,J and an application of Lemmas 3 and 
4 gives that this is impossible. By considering U(X) and ZIP in this manner, 
one obtains that U(X) has exactly one zero in (q , ZQ+J 1 = k + I,.,., p - 1 and 
sgn u(v,) = sgn(-l)P+l and U(X) has no other zero on (T, v,(a)). 
For 0 < k < p - 1, one can see by counting up the zeros of ZJ(X) that U(X) 
must have a zero at some pointy E (vI) , ~,+r(o1)). Now consider 0 < k <p - 1. 
Since u(x) has k + 1 zeros on [a, T), it has p - k + 3 zeros on [r, ~+~(a)]. 
Since us(x, vk) has k + 3 zeros on [a, Y& it follows from Lemma 4 and Case 1 
that ua(x, vk) hasp - k zeros on (vk , v,+J. Hence ~~-~+~(~(ol)) > ~~+i(o1), and 
so no nontrivial solution of (E,J has p - k + 4 zeros on [v~ , Q$J. Hence 
U(X) # 0 for x E [am, T) with 
sgn u(Y~(oI)) = sgn( -1)“. 
But 
sgn vk(x) = sgn(-l)“+l, ‘% E (“k-l , %)- 
Since Z(X) = u(x) - Q(X) h as a double zero at ti, it has exactly one zero in 
(vk-r, Q). By considering U(Z) and ZIP in this manner we finally obtain that 
u(x) has exactly one zero in (Y$ , ~+r), E = 0 ,..., k - 1. 
By Lemma 1 there is a linear combination of U(X) and ua(x, CK) with a double 
zero in (y, vV+i) and p + 2 zeros in [OI, v,) which is a contradiction. 
&se 5. u(x) has a double zero at 7 E (v9 , qP+i). 
As in the latter part of Case 4 it is easy to argue that U(X) has exactly one 
zero in (7q , V& I = O,..., p - 1. By Lemma 1 there is a linear combination 
of u(x) and %(x, a) with a double zero in (T, q*+J and p + 2 zeros in [a, P,) 
which is a contradiction. This contradicts tlie definition of qO+r .
For emphasis we state the following corollary which is immediately true 
from Lemma 4 and Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If equation (EJ is self adjoint with r,(a) = CO, then q*(t) 
is a strictly increasing continuous function on its domain which is of the form 
[a, b,) where a $ b, < 00. 
It is now easy to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If (EJ is self adjoint and rzB(u) = 00, then r],(t) is continuously 
diflerentiable on its domain of definition and 
dri,= 
I 
u2h(to>9 to) 
dt to r&o) %‘hc(to), to)-
505/8/3-8 
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Proof. Since I = vk(t) we have 
%h&), 0 = 0 
for all t in the domain of Tk(t). Since Y&U) = co, for to in the domain of qlc 
and hence it follows from (3) and the implicit function theorem that 
It follows from (3) that 
Recently T. Sherman [lo] proved that the first conjugate point ql(t) for the 
equation 
y@) + p,&) y’“-1’ + *** + p&) y = 0 
is a continuous function of the coefficients p,(x), i = 0, l,..., d - 1. In the 
following theorem we give conditions under which the n-th conjugate point 
qn(t) for the equation (EJ is a continuous function of the coefficients ri(x), 
g,(x), i = 1,2, 3, j = 1,2, 3,4. 
THEOREM 3. If (EJ is self adjoint kth r&a) = 03, then for t E [a, CO), 
q,(t) is a continuous function of the coe@cients ri(x), e(x), i = 1, 2, 3, 
j = 1,2,3,4. 
Proof. Suppose 7,(t) is not lower semicontinuous with respect to the 
coefficients ri(x), pj(x), i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2, 3,4. Then there are sequences 
(Ye”>, {@(x)}, k = 1, 2,... and a number B such that 
where Tnk(t) is the n-th conjugate point of x = t for the equation (E4k) 
which is the equation (EJ with the ri(x) and &x) replaced by rik(x) and Q(x) 
respectively, K = 1,2 ,..., and Y&X) + Y(X), e”(x) --+ P(X) uniformly on [t, B]. 
Let x”(x) be a nontrivial solution of (E4*) with n zeros on [t, qm*(t)] C [t, B]. 
It is easy to see by standard arguments that there is a subsequence of (xk(x)> 
which converges uniformly to a nontrivial solution of (E4) on [t, B] with n 
zeros on [t, B]. This contradicts B < T,(t). 
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The upper semicontinuity of q%(t) follows from the fact that qra(t) = I%. 
Let u~%(x, t) be the first principal solution of (Edk) at x = t. Let E > 0. It 
follows from the continuity of solutions with respect to coefkients that 
u~~(x, t) -+ u&x, t) uniformly on [t, qn(t) + 11. Since z&x, t) has n simple 
zerus on (t, v%(t)] we have for sufficiently large k that z&x, t) has n + 3 zeros 
on [t, q%(t) + ~1. Therefore q**(b) < q,(t) + E and the proof is complete. 
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